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“While the night is falling on the city 

and your woe is growing more and more 

you run like a fool, hearing their killing screams approaching you 

Nobody sees, nobody listens. 

A man is dead, slain with violence and without mercy. 

No civil rights, no respect for them 

“nigger” is a bastard race, it doesn't deserve to be considered. 

Like fire with wood, they burn their souls, 

they burn their crosses and the flames of hate are rising…day by day…. 

 

You look at the world and see no peace 

They call themselves “superior race”, But, brother, keep the faith 

‘cause the God I believe in is more powerful indeed……. 

 

Policeman, justice defender……. 

I saw him laughing with his friends while the car passed over the body of the boy 

See the sky burning, see the people dying 

Women and children fly afraid while the soldiers come……. and shoot! 

 

You look around and all you see is hate 

Love your enemy, baby and you’ll be loved in Heaven  

‘cause you’re living in a world that keeps you separated  

 

…and when you lose control ‘cause nobody stops these machines of pain…. 

You run in the dark and all your rage explodes in a scream of freedom. 

 

So, take a message from my heart, don’t ever let your hope apart 

We’ve got to fight in the name of love 

(come on brother) claim your freedom….…now!!! 

 

I, with child eyes, look over the Rainbow 

never give up, always stand up, fight for your Rights! 

 

…and when you lose control ‘cause nobody stops these machines of pain…. 

You run in the dark and all your rage explodes in a scream of freedom…. 

Scream of freedom…….scream of freedom……. 

You see nothing changing and you feel alone in the world… 

But remember just now, somebody else screams your freedom!” 

 

Words by Francesco Epiro 


